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Unit 11
Review 2

   Vocab Review of Unit 7

  Match the words with the meanings.

accommodation            a room large enough for two people to sleep in
be looking for                wait a short period of time
spell (out)    the standard unit of money in Britain, which is divided into 100 pence
single room                                someone employed to receive and assist guests
double room                               a place for someone to stay 
that’ll                                     booking
£  /páund/                                show how a word is spelled by saying the letters separately in order
Just a moment                             be trying to find
book                                       reserve; arrange to use a hotel room or have a ticket at a particular time
receptionist                                a room large enough for one person to sleep in
reservation                                bring food to the table
register                                    can be used
serve                                      contraction of that will
available                                   put your name on a list

 Vocab Review of Unit 8
  
  Match the words with the meanings.

Front Desk                               do what is supposed to do
That’s about it                            repair
fix                                        that’s all
work                                    =reception   
immediately                              painful                              
scream                                   condition of disease apparent to the patient
absolutely                                the place that someone is going to
lab                                       nearby; not far away
reasonable                                be sick, bring up food from the stomach
in the vicinity                             laboratory; special room
destination                               used to say that you completely agree
sore                                      without delay  
symptom                                 make a loud high noise with your voice; shriek
vomit                                    not too expensive
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   Vocab Review of Unit 9

   Match the words with the meanings.

intimate              cab
illuminated           small coins
vehicle                 a long narrow hole in a surface
available             gate
taxi                   detailed
madam (UK)           an act of presenting a play, concert, or other form of entertainment to a group of people
performance             ma’am (US), used to address a woman in a polite way
barrier                  able to be used
slot                      a machine with an engine used for transporting people, such as a car, bus,or truck
change                  lit up by lights

   

  Vocab Review of Unit 10

   Match the words with the meanings.

be familiar with        a set of red, yellow, and green lights that control traffic
museum              in reality; 
gallery                 a specially marked place for people to walk across the road; zebra crossing;
landmark             (pl.) instructions about how to get from one place to another
massive               a person walking
chiming clock          light up
spectacular            facing each other
illuminate             a clock that makes a ringing sound to tell you what time it is
in fact                  a building where important cultural, historical objects are kept and shown to the public
traffic lights           have a good knowledge of
opposite               very impressive
pedestrian             very large and heavy
directions              something that is easy to recognize and that helps you to know where you are
pedestrian crossing    a building where people can see famous pieces of art
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	 Fill each of the blanks with a word from the list.

pedestrian      heart         concierge      working      fastest      spell     
sore      fill      get       fix      way       destination    
spare      wake-up     directions      reservation    for      in    
connections      register

1. I’m looking ……….some accommodation, please.
2. Could you ……….it out for me, please?
3. What’s the ………. way to get to central London from here?
4. Paddington Station is at the ……….of London’s West End and has excellent ……….to the rest of the city. 
5. I have a ………. here under the name of Abe.
6. Would you like to ……….? Just ………. in this form, please.
7.  I’ll just ………. a porter to take your luggage up.
8.   Could you give me a ………. call tomorrow morning? I’m ………. 425.
9.   The heating in my room is not ………. and it’s very cold here.
10.  I’ll send someone immediately to ………. it,
11.  My ………. is St. Mary’s Hospital.
12.  I have a ………..throat.
13.  You have ten minutes to ………..
14.  A ……….directs hotel visitors to popular places to visit, shop, and eat.
15.  Could you tell me the ………. to the post office, please?
16.  She asks a ……….to give her ……….to the nearest bank.


